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REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
Most of the activity of the technical group during the past three months has 
been concerned with two main projects, the Illinois spiral sector model now 
in operation and the design of the 50 Mev model to be constructed during the 
coming year. Attached hereto is a list of papers and reports issued since the 
last Quarterly Report. 
The Illinois spiral sector model was completed and put into operation on 
August 15. Measurements on the model to date indicate that it is perform-
ing about as expected from design calculations made on the digital computer. 
A resonance survey consisting of measurements of beam intensity at various 
working points is nearly completed. Studies of the injection process into this 
model are in progress. Very careful measurements of the magnetic field 
were made before the model was put into operation. These measurements are 
now being supplied as imput data to the computer in order to compute theoret-
ical orbits in the actual magnetic fields so that these may be compared with 
measured characteristics of the accelerator. 
Design of the magnets for the new 50 Mev model is now complete. Orders 
for iron and copper and for machining of the magnets will be let within the next 
few weeks. Design of a high vacuum donut is in progress; material for the 
donut is on order. The acceleration scheme for the new model has been 
worked out and design of the required electronic components is in progress. 
In addition to these two principal projects, experiments with rf techniques 
on the Michigan radial sector model are continuing. Theoretical studies of 
the rf acceleration process, of non-linear orbit theory, and of the behavior 
of relativistic plasmas are continuing. The theoretical group is beginning the 
design of a 15 billion volt colliding beams accelerator. 
The computer division has completed a number of additional subroutines and 
programs, a list of which is attached. The computer division projects for 
developing programs for simulating the IBM 650 computer on the IBM 704 com-
puter, for studying the face centered cubic binary alloy, and for studying the 
wave functions of the hydrogen-like molecule are now nearly complete. Among 
new programs in progress. mention should be made of a program for comput-
ing proton orbits in a Budker plasma accelerator, of an improved progra~ for 
carrying out canonical algebraic transformations to be used in studies of the 
long range stability of accelerator orbits, and development of computer pro-
grams for designing accelerators with non-scaling magnet structures. 
PUBLICATIONS AND TECHNICAL REPORTS ISSUED 
SINCE JUNE 30, 1957 AND THEIR ABSTRACTS 
ON THE TWO-BEAM FFAG ACCELERATOR. Tihiro Ohkawa. July 5, 1957. 
MURA #318 
Analytical expressions for the orbits and the linear betatron oscillations of the 
two-beam FFAG accelerator are given and compared with the results obtained by 
the digital computer. Typical design parameters are discussed. 
RESONANCES OF CERTAIN HILL EQUATIONS. R.. E. Mills. July 5, 1957, 
MURA #319 
The MURA IBM 704 Computer was used to study the properties of certain resonances 
of Hill Equations. The equations studied were those obtained by Laslett and Sessler 
as an approximation to the axial motion in spiral-ridged FFAG accelerators. It is 
found that the theoretical treatment of Land S provides a reasonably good approxi-
mation to the resonances of the Hill Equations. 
COMPUTATIONAL EVIDENCE FOR A SPIRALLY-RIDGED FFAG RESONANCE 
NEAR 3 0-;.. + 2 '1J :=.2 'if. L. Jackson Laslett. July 5, 1957, MURA #320 
Computational evidence of a 3c1""" + 2 ~~ := 2'ii resonance is presented for a spirally-
ridged fixed-field alternating-gradient accelerator with N := 40, a median-plane 
field proportional to 1 + 1. 1708 sin 2 trb -0.2991 cos 2 (211/ ), 44.08'< k ~ 46. 3, 
and l/w := 360 + 1. 25 (k-46. 0) 10.3. 'rf{e computations were performed with the 
aid of the WELL-TEMPERED FIVE computational program. The resonance, 
although not strong, appeared to be definitely present and to exhibit a width approxi-
mately proportional to the cube of the radial amplitude. 
THE FORM OF SOLUTION OF LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WHOSE CO-
EFFICIENTS ARE MULTIPLY-PERIODIC SERIES. A. F. Stevenson. August 1, 
1957, MURA 1#329 
It is shown that a system of homogeneous linear differential equations whose co-
efficients are expressible as multiply-periodic series possesses a solution of the 
form.t(3t"cp (t), where t is the independent variable,~is the constant, and ep (c) 
a multiply-periodic series with the same fundamental frequencies as the coefficients 
in the equations. In general there will be a number of independent such solutions 
equal to the order of the system, but in exceptional cases other solutions in which 
tP (t) is a polynominal in t whose coefficients are multiply-periodic series, 
occur. A connection with the Bloch functions for crystal lattices is briefly re-
ferred to. 
• Page -2- Publications and Technical Reports and their Abstracts 
BEAM STACKING EXPERIMENTS IN AN ELECTRON MODEL FFAG ACCELERATOR. 
K. M. TerwiUiger» L. W. Jones and C. H. Pruett. August 11 1957 1 MURA 11330 
(Submitted to the Rev. Sci. Inst.» 
A number of experiments are described which test the interactions of particles with 
rf accelerating voltages in an FFAG accelerator. The experiments confirm 
predictions of a theory of Symon and Sessler and demonstrate the feaSibility of 
"stacking" successively accelerated groups of particles with a density close to that 
of a single group. 
ON THE DESIGN OF SPIRAL SECTOR ACCELERATORS. Phil L. Morton. 
August 1. 1957. MURA #336 
The MURA IBM 704 computer was used to study the field variation in the median 
plane for Spiral Sector FFAG acceleratorJDwith various parameters. The results 
of this study are summarized in the graphs of this report. It is hoped that by the 
use of these graphs one can readily arrive at approximate design parameters. 
THE PRODUCTION BY VOLUME CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS OF MAGNETIC FIELDSI 
I"""'  WHICH ARE REPRESENTED BY SPHERICAL HARMONICS IN A CURRENT FREE 
REGION» WHICH ENCLOSES PART OF THE MEDIAN PLANE. Edward S. Akeley. 
August» 1957. MURA #339 
This scalar potential of a magnetic field is represented by a series of spherical 
harmonics in a current free region which encloses part of the median plane. The 
problem is treated of finding possible volume current distributions to produce this 
field l so that the field is everywhere zero outside a finite region that encloses the 
current distributions. 
SOLUTIONS AND APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS TO A HILL'S EQUATION AND THE 
MATHIEU EQUATION. Roger E. Mills. August 12 1 1957 1 MURA 11340 
A method l like that of Hill presented by Whittaker and Watson l is described for the 
solution of a Hill" s equation whose periodic function may be of the type 
Approximate solutions are described. The specific case of the Mathieu equation 
is treated as an example. 
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FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS AND RESONANCE SURVEY IN THE ELECTRON 
MODEL SPIRAL SECTOR FFAG ACCELERATOR. R. Stump and B. Waldman. 
August 30. 1957. MURA #361 
Beam intensities. vertical and radial betatron oscillation frequencies, and stop 
bands in the tuning range of the spiral sector FFAG accelerator were measured. The 
machine is tunable from lJ z ~ 0.46 to 1.76 and lrx :: 1.12 to 1.71. In this 
tuning region the resonances 1f z == 1. 1t'z =- O. 5. -V z ::: 1. 5. (/x ;: 1 . 5. 
'-Vx +-v-' z =' 2 and 2 Y + 2 --u--z ::. 6 are observed to destroy the beam. Ofx 
these only -=trz ;: 1. ~z -::: 0.5 and 2 -v-'x + 2 if :: 6 cause complete loss of beam 
at all points in the available tuning range. The WJkinshaw r,esonance 
(2 V z- V X := 0) appears as a minimum of beam intensity. 
THE U ~ ~ N NON-LINEAR RESONANCE OF A FIXED FIELD ACCELERATOR. 
G. Parzen. June 8. 1957, MURA #362 (Became MURA Report 9-10-57) 
This paper is a continuation of the reports MURA-258.and MURA-273. This paper 
treats the problem of finding the stability limits. due to the JJ ::::: ..i:3 N non-linear 
resonance in the radial motion, of an accelerator having an arbitrary magnetic field. 
The general spiral sector machine is treated in detaiL The results of the theory are 
compared with numerically computed results. 
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! cation Number 
123 HYDMOLYGN P123 Fosdick 
&. Snyder
124 IDlagonallzatlOn of a ::>ymmetnc MU MAn1 L..J:I'Z04 Kister 
Matrix - Jacobi Method 
125 Random Number Generator MU RAN2 LG503 Chapman 
I 
i 




127 Random Number Generator MU RAN4 LG505 i Chapman 
J: } 
~128 Random Number Generator MU RAN5 LG506 Storm 
129 RANDOM NUMBER STUDIES P129 I Chapman 
!
Irt30 Newton Cotes Quadrature MU NCIl LD109 Storm 
i j 
131 COMMERCIAL P131 I Anderson 
I I 
132 iSyphon Four MU 650S LL106 ii Davidson 
I ! & McNall 
133 Floating Point Overflow and MU OUT1 LZ017 I
I 
Obso- McNallIUnderflow Test lete 
i134 Fixed Point Cube Root MU CRT3 LB420 ! Kine:i 
! !135 Fixed Point Square Root MU SQR4 LB419 II I IKin$! 
! i 
136 TRANSFER TEST P136 , Chapman 
I 
137 ICathode Ray Tube Point Plotter MU SCP8 LJ613 l Chapman 
138 FORMESH STUMBLEBUMPS P138 Snyder 
! 




140 Six Column Integer Print ! MU PRI3 LJ329 Storm 
,,-. 41 Diagonalization of a Symmetric MU MAD2 LF205 , Thompson 
Matrix - Givens MethodI ! 
I 
142 'Dou.hle Precision Addition (Fixed I MU DPA3 LA127 'King 
I Point) 
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143 Floating Point Overflow and I 
Underflow Test I MU OUT2 LZOIO McNall 
i 
I 
144 Floating Point Overflow and 
Underflow Test 
j 
MU OUT3 ILZOll McNall 
I 
145 Floating Point Overflow and 
I 
Underflow Test MU OUT4 ! LZ012 McNall 
i i 
I 




, MU OUT5 ILZ013 McNall 












Underflow Test MU OUT7 LZ015 McNall 
149 
.r' 
Floating Point Overflow and 
Underflow Test MU OUT8 !LZ016 McNall 
150 Double Precision Arithmetic 
(Fixed Point) MU DPX1 
I, 
1LA136 Thompson 
151 TRANSALGEN . 
! 
J P151 i t Storm 
152 Fixed Point Logarithm. 
i 
I ! I King & 
Base 2 MU LOG4 LB327 Chapman 
153 I Variable Column Fraction 
I 
1 Print MU PRF5 LJ331 Storm 
I 
154 I Newton-Cotes Quadrature MU NCI2 LD110 Storm 
